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Living in
motion.
Our season 2017 range is better than ever, with an
all-new range of Alpina caravans and refreshed
and upgraded Altea and Adora ranges. There are
new features, interiors and layouts across the entire
caravan range. We are confident you will find the right
caravan for your adventures and enjoy being part of
the Adria family.
Adria has over fifty years of experience in caravan
design and manufacture, which brings many
advantages in terms of quality, attention to detail, and
offers a large choice of caravans, features and layouts.
All Adria vehicles are made at our state-of-the-art
factory in the heart of Europe. Here, our skills and
the best suppliers in the industry, come together to
produce innovatively-designed vehicles of the highest
quality, durability and reliability. Our products are
backed up with class-leading warranties, a dealer
network of over 13 professional dealers and an
efficient parts and aftersales service.
Love your adventures.

Sonja Gole
General Manager, Adria Mobil

Slovenia.
Your caravanning destination.
www.slovenia.info
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Why choose Adria?
Passion and experience really matter.

1

PASSION AND
EXPERIENCE.

Adria has been designing and manufacturing recreational vehicles for over fifty years. This experience and
the passion and skills of our workforce, really matter
when designing and manufacturing your next vehicle.
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2

AWARD-WINNING
PRODUCTS.

Adria offers products in all categories of motorhome,
caravan and van conversions and has a large
choice of layouts. Adria products continue to win
independent awards too, for design, innovation,
quality and value for money.

3

INTELLIGENT
DESIGN.

Adria practices intelligent design, which optimizes
the use of technology, the best construction
methods and materials. Innovatively-styled vehicles
with contemporary interiors as well as unique
Adria solutions like Smart kitchens and hotel-style
ergonomic washrooms.

Owner
SatiSfactiOn
awardS

2013

In association with

PCV Gold pre-owned manufacturer.indd 118
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*Terms & Conditions apply,
see website for details.

4

STATE OF THE ART
FACTORY.

Adria operates the most advanced production
facilities in the industry, ISO 9001 & 14001 certified
for quality and environmental standards. Here, world
class manufacturing techniques and processes are
operated, for designed-in and built-in quality.

5

QUALITY, RELIABILITY &
DURABILITY.

Adria vehicles have a reputation for quality, reliability
and durability using proven automotive manufacturing
techniques. We make most of our own furniture
and quality control the entire vehicle manufacturing
process.

6

PEACE
OF MIND.

Adria products come with a class-leading warranty.
There’s a professional dealer network of over 450
Adria dealers across Europe and beyond, backed up
by a world-class parts supply and aftersales service.
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New in season 2017
NEW ALPINA
ALPINA, GLAMOUR HAS A
NEW LOOK THIS SEASON
For season 2017 the all new Alpina brings glamour and luxury in a highly technical
caravan is the ultimate for all-season use, with elegant interiors, exclusive features and
outstanding levels of comfort.
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Altea, re-designed for season 2017

NEW - The UK’s largest and most advanced
panoramic window on all models.

The Altea, our popular caravan designed for brighter living thanks to its open and
airy interiors has had a face-lift for season 2017 with new interior décor and the
largest panoramic window in the UK.

All our caravans have the UK’s largest, most attractive and advanced panoramic window.
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Designed for living
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Details
matter
In designing a caravan, details matter and every
centimetre counts. The science of layouts and
construction, so that everything is in the right place,
is learned over decades and Adria brings this
experience to every vehicle.
Only Adria offers innovative solutions such as our
Smart kitchens, hotel-style ‘Ergo’ washrooms, a wide
selection of sleeping solutions, optimized and flexible
storage and our unique panoramic windows.
Details really matter, from the contemporary interior
design to where we locate the heating – all Adria
vehicles are ‘designed for living’.

DISCOVER
MORE
Discover more about our
caravans at

www.adria.co.uk
*Some features may not be available in all models.
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SLEEPING

LIVING

A wide range of sleeping solutions on berths with optimized dimensions
and comfortable mattresses. A choice of solutions from fixed double beds,
single beds, French beds and bunk-beds.

Contemporary interiors with a feeling of space and
great functionality. A choice of seating area and dinettes and a wide choice of furniture and textiles.
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KITCHENS

WASHROOMS

Intelligently designed kitchens based on ergonomic principles and everything
in the right place in our Smart kitchens. Integrated functionalities and the best
appliances. Useful features and plenty of storage.

Hotel-style washrooms designed using ergonomic principles, with excellent
functionality and touches of luxury. Quality washroom equipment, useful
storage and layouts including en-suite format and our Ergo washroom in
some caravans, with a fold-away sink.
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MULTIMEDIA
Smart-living solutions, including intelligent TV
placement, digital controllers for key functions and
integrated multi-media walls on some models.
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SMART LIVING

STORAGE
Optimized and flexible storage on all caravans with
places for the things you need.

SMART SOLUTIONS

*some features may not be available on all models.
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Designed to perform
6
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*Terms & Conditions apply,
see website for details.
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1 INTELLIGENT DESIGN
Adria’s ‘I-shaped’ design exterior styling with dynamic front
profiles, rear walls and integrated chrome handles, awning
profiles and LED lights. Modular ABS plastic parts and
polyester construction on all models.

2 SAFETY & CHASSIS
Adria chassis are developed to enable safer handling,
robust construction and optimum weight management with
AL-KO chassis supplier.

3 BODY CONSTRUCTION
Modular construction using the best materials,with GFK
polyester body construction, on most models for longlasting durable performance and protection. Adria’s
Comprex body construction on Alpina. Please check your
model’s details on our website. All models come with a 10
year Water Ingress Warranty.

4 HEATING
Optimized heating efficiency with precise engineering and
cold-chamber testing ensuring all season use. A choice of
Truma air heating or Alde integrated warm water heating on
selected models.

5 INSULATION
The latest thermal insulation materials, sophisticated heat
and air flow management and the best heating for all year
round use.

6 AIRFLOW
Adria’s sophisticated Air Flow System means integrated
air-flow and ventilation designed in from the start. Air vents,
window design and sun-shading features ensure comfort
whatever the weather.

7 WINDOWS & DOORS
The UK largest and most advanced panoramic windows
available, with built-in features. All windows and doors are
integrated into the vehicle body for optimum natural lighting,
ventilation, privacy and security.

Real-world
performance
All Adria caravans are also designed to perform.
Everything is meticulously designed, developed and
tested to ensure your safety, comfort and enjoyment
when on your adventures. Built to enjoy, built to last.

8 FURNITURE & STORAGE
Craftsman built cabinetry, designed and manufactured in
our own facilities for durable and reliable quality. Integrated
design with heating and air flow means optimum thermal
efficiency too. Plenty of flexible storage throughout each
vehicle for all your gear too.

9 COMFORT & SAFETY
Enjoy Adria’s expertise in innovative living comfort, with
the combination of optimized space and functionality,
ergonomically designed ‘Ergo’ kitchens and washrooms
and contemporary interior design.

10 CUSTOMER SERVICE
Class-leading 2 Year General Warranty and 10 Year Water
Ingress warranty. Backed up by a professional dealer
network of over 400 dealers.
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INTELLIGENT DESIGN
Intelligent design which optimizes the use of
technology, the best construction methods, materials
and innovative styling.

INTEGRATED
Our designs integrated form and function, with a
completely integrated tent profile, chrome handles
and a range of well-engineered window solutions,
including the largest integrated panoramic windows
available.

INTELLIGENT
Adria is a pioneer of intelligently designed exterior
components, with multi-piece ABS plastic parts for
looks and real world performance.
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INNOVATIVE
Our i-shaped exterior design means the best exterior profile for handling
and airflow whilst moving with innovative front and rear walls.

CLIMATE CONTROL
HEATING

INSULATION

VENTILATION & COOLING

Adria caravans offer a choice of heating system,
both are efficient and powerful, each with its own
advantages.

All Adria vehicles are built to ‘Thermo-build’ standards optimizing the
use of insulation materials, heating design and Adria Air Flow System.
This means Adria caravans are suitable for use all year round.

Adria caravans are designed to be comfortable too,
with sophisticated air-flow management, good ventilation, windows with integrated sun-shading or tinting
and opportunities to fit air-conditioning.

Most Adria caravans are available with Truma heating.
This is a popular, easy to use system, with warm air
being distributed through a series of insulated pipes.
Models with fully integrated Alde heating use a
heated liquid transferring the heat throughout the
caravan integrated into the floor. These models offer
optional Alde Smart Control, enabling heating control
through your smart phone.
Adria optimizes the heating efficiency of all vehicles
with precise engineering and cold-chamber testing.
This approach combined with the best insulation
enables the elimination of thermal bridges for an
efficient, comfortable environment, all year round.
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CARAVANS
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ALPINA

2 models
4 berths

ADORA

page

20

4 models
4-6 berths

ALTEA

page

28

5 models
4-6 berths

page

36
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ALPINA
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ALPINA
RANGE

The ultimate
all-seasons caravan
The Alpina, with ‘i-shaped’ exterior, new graphics and contemporary and elegant
interior, represents the ultimate caravan for all year round adventures. Inside there is
more space and thanks to the unique concave cupboard design, more of a loft-style
apartment feeling and the benefits of fully integrated Alde heating.
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ALPINA
Alpina benefits from Adria’s ‘Comprex’ construction
which combines the torsional strength of wood,the
durability of polyurethane and the moisture-stoppingproperties of polyester.
1

COMPOSITE WOOD PANEL

2

POLYURETHANE SEALING

3

EPS STYROFOAM

4

EXTERIOR POLYESTER BODYSHELL
CLADDING

5

EXTERIOR POLYESTER BODYSHELL
CLADDING

6

XPS STYROFOAM INSULATION FOAM

7

REINFORCED HARDWOOD PROFILE

Unique ‘i-shaped’ exterior
design with integrated
features.

Seitz DeLuxe windows
with integrated mosquito
net and blinds.

Panoramic window
on both models.

Adria Comprex body
construction, for a more
solid body and with
better insulation.

1
2

3

7
6

4
5

Exterior LED lights
controlled from new
light panel.
*Terms & Conditions apply,
see website for details
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AL-KO delta chassis.

The new benchmark for all-seasons caravans, with uncompromised space, contemporary interior designs and new layouts. The stylish and elegant new interior,
with a choice of textiles, offers larger living space, a choice of sleeping solutions,
Adria’s Smart kitchen and ‘hotel-style’ Ergo washroom.

Optimized storage
throughout, including
unique concave design
deep cupboards.

Glamour has a new look
this season.

‘Hotel-style’ Ergo
washroom with quality
fittings.

Spacious, loft-style and
elegant interior.

Smart kitchen with
everything in the right
place including sink,
chopping board, drainer,
3 large gas burners,
grill, oven, large fridge,
optimised storage and
microwave.

Fully integrated Alde
heating with optional
Smart Control option.

Extra-large and multifunctional living area.
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LIVING

SLEEPING

Loft-style living, in comfort with spacious seating
groups getting extra comfort with elegant
headrests and organized space.

A choice of sleeping solutions but all with comfortable beds, optimal controllable lighting and practical
storage.
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KITCHEN

WASHROOM

Adria’s Smart kitchen with all the equipment you need
including sink, chopping board, drainer, 3 large gas
burners, grill, oven, large fridge, optimised storage
and microwave.

Hotel-style finishes and quality equipment in
ergonomic designs.
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3 STEPS TO YOUR CARAVAN

ALPINA

1 LAYOUTS
613 UC Missouri

4
Body length (mm)		 6760
Total width (mm)		 2460

Number of Berths
Kitchen
Table
Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths
Bathroom
Floor

613 UL Colorado

4
Body length (mm)		 6760
Total width (mm) 		 2460

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk
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2

NEW IN 2017 & KEY FEATURES

3

TEXTILES

• Adria i-shaped exterior design with new graphics.
• Adria Comprex body construction.
• Floor with additional 4mm insulation.
• The UK’s largest, most attractive and advanced panoramic window on all models.
• Seitz DeLuxe windows with integrated mosquito net and blinds.
• AL-KO delta chassis.
• Elegant new interior design and choice of textiles.
• Comfortable beds and accommodation for up-to 4 people.

Leather Fumo

• Extra-large comfortable and flexible lounge seating group.
• New Smart kitchen with sink, chopping board, drainer, 3 large gas burners, grill, oven, large
fridge, optimised storage and microwave.
• Stylish new ‘hotel style’ Ergo washroom with quality washroom equipment.
• Fully integrated Alde heating with optional Alde Smart control.
• Bluetooth with USB ports and loud-speakers.
• Optimized storage including new concave deep design overhead cupboards.
• Plus individual options available.
Pommery
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ADORA
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ADORA
RANGE

It will change
your views
The award-winning Adora, thanks to its unique sky-roof and panoramic window,
will quite simply change your views. The ‘i-shaped’ exterior design with dynamic
front and rear walls is complimented by the contemporary interior design to provide comfortable living on your holidays.
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ADORA

Adria’s ‘i-shaped’
exterior design.

Sky-roof and panoramic
window in all models.

GFK polyester construction
with excellent insulation and
thermal performance.

AL-KO chassis
with Delta axle.

Double-glazed
flat design tinted
windows.
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Integrated tent profile, LED
lights and handles.

Enjoy atrium-style living in the new Adora, with the UK largest, attractive and most
advanced sky-roof and panoramic window a unique feature in all models. Quite
simply it will change your views.

Smart kitchen with sink,
chopping board, drainer,
3 large gas burners,
grill, oven, large fridge,
optimised storage and
microwave in Platinum
as standard.

Atrium with a view

Comfortable bedrooms
in twin, island, French
format with double bunk
beds.

‘Hotel style’ Ergo
washroom. Separate
shower in larger models.

Spacious and comfortable
contemporary interior
design with stylish touch.

Truma heating as
standard with Alde
heating in the Platinum
Collection models 613
DT Isonzo and 613 UT
Thames.

Spacious seating group
and table arrangement.
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LIVING

SLEEPING

Atrium-style living with plenty of space, comfort
and everything you need in the right place.

A choice of sleeping solutions but all with comfortable
beds, optimal controllable lighting and practical
storage.
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KITCHEN

WASHROOM

Smart kitchen with all the equipment you need,
including sink, chopping board, drainer, 3 large gas
burners, grill, oven, large fridge, optimised storage
and microwave in Platinum as standard.

Ergo washroom with hotel-style finishes and quality
equipment in ergonomic designs.
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3 STEPS TO YOUR CARAVAN

ADORA

1 LAYOUTS
612 DL Seine

612DT Rhine

4

6

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6770
2296

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

Number of Berths
6770
2296

Kitchen
Table
Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths
Bathroom
Floor

613 DT Isonzo

613 UT Thames

4
Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

4
6770
2450

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6770
2450

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk
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2

NEW IN 2017 & KEY FEATURES

3

TEXTILES

• Stylish ‘i-shaped’ exterior design with integrated features.
• GFK polyester body with contemporary, stylish graphics.
• Sky-roof and panoramic window on all models.
• AL-KO chassis with Delta axle.
• Stylish contemporary interior design and choice of textiles.
• Choice of sleeping formats dependent on layout.
• Extra-large and flexible lounge seating group.
• New Smart kitchen with sink, chopping board, drainer, 3 large gas burners, grill, oven, large
fridge, optimised storage and microwave in Platinum as standard.

Leather Fumo

• Hotel style’ Ergo washroom with quality washroom equipment.
• Separate shower in larger models.
• Truma heating as standard with Alde heating in the Platinum Collection models 613 DT
Isonzo and 613 UT Thames.
• Optimized lighting and storage throughout.
• Plus individual options available.

Great Bear
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ALTEA
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ALTEA
RANGE

Designed for
brighter living
The award-winning Altea now with a new panoramic window which is the largest
and the most advanced in the UK, intelligent design, innovative features and
premium quality at an attractive price. Refreshed for season 2017 for even brighter
living with new contemporary interiors and a wide selection of layouts.
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ALTEA

Adria ‘i-shaped’ exterior
design with integrated
handles, awning profile and
awning light.

Double-glazed
flat design tinted
windows.
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Two-part
entrance door.

GFK polyester body with
contemporary, stylish
graphics.

AL-KO chassis.

A European Innovation Award winning caravan with an interior which is light and
welcoming. There’s plenty of space in each of the 5 layouts. New contemporary
decor, intelligent directional ambient and LED lights throughout and Adria’s Smart
kitchen and ‘Hotel Style’ Ergo washroom too.

Ergo washroom in
boutique hotel style.

Contemporary new
interior design with
optimized space and
lighting.

Truma heating.

Experience the
brighter side of life.

Comfortable sleeping in
fixed island and bunkbed formats with non
fixed double beds.

Smart kitchen with sink,
chopping board, drainer,
3 large gas burners,
grill, oven, large fridge,
optimised storage and
pre-installation for dealer
fit microwave.

Flexible seating group
and table arrangement.
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LIVING

SLEEPING

Contemporary interior design with everything you
need in the right place.

Comfortable sleeping in fixed island and bunk-bed formats with non
fixed double beds.
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KITCHEN

WASHROOM

Smart kitchen with sink, chopping board, drainer, 3
large gas burners, grill, oven, large fridge, optimised
storage and pre-installation for dealer fit microwave.

Ergo washroom with boutique hotel-style finishes and
quality equipment.
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3 STEPS TO YOUR CARAVAN

ALTEA

1 LAYOUTS
362 LH Forth

472 DS Eden

4

4

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

4280
2296

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

Number of Berths
5300
2296

Kitchen
Table
Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths
Bathroom
Floor

542 DK Severn

552 DK Tamar

6

6

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6020
2296

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6160
2296

2x

2x

552 UP Trent

4
Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6160
2296

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk
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2

NEW IN 2017 & KEY FEATURES

3

TEXTILES

• Adria’s i-shaped exterior design with the largest and most advanced panoramic window in
the UK on all models.
• GFK polyester body with contemporary, stylish graphics.
• AL-KO chassis.
• New contemporary interior design.
• Comfortable sleeping in fixed island and bunk-bed formats with non fixed double beds.
• Flexible lounge seating group and table.
• Smart kitchen with sink, chopping board, drainer, 3 large gas burners, grill, oven, large
fridge, optimised storage and pre-installation for dealer fit microwave.

Ares

• ‘Hotel style’ Ergo washroom with quality washroom equipment.
• Intelligent lighting and storage throughout.
• Truma heating.
• Plus individual options available.
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Living in motion

World-class Partners

Adria’s philosophy of “living in motion” is never better exemplified than in its support of cycling.
The Adria-Mobil Cycling Team are the top Slovenian cycling team in the UCI European Tour for
the last six years. For more information visit www.adria-mobil-cycling.com

One of the best skiers of all time, Tina Maze, from Slovenia. An extreme performance athlete with
thirteen Olympic and World Championship medals, double World Champion 2015 and highest ever world cup points score 2012-13. Tina uses her Sonic Supreme to balance her training,
studies and leisure time.

Adria Mobil Cycling Team.

Extreme Performance
Every January since 2013 a fleet of Adria motorhomes, straight off the production line are taken
on the Dakar Rally in South America by our partners Red Bull KTM Factory Racing. Each vehicle
provides home comforts to the riders and team as they battle across 9,000kms of the toughest
terrain on earth. This is the ultimate real-world durability test, won three times in a row..
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Toby Price, 2016 Dakar Rally
Motorcycle Winner. KTM’s
fifteenth triumph at the annual
Dakar rally.

Tina Maze, double World Champion and double Olympic Gold
Medallist.

Distribution
partner Adria
Concessionaires
Limited.
Adria’s selects and works closely with its national distribution partners to ensure the optimum selection of
products, features and layouts are available tailored
to the preferences of each national market and local
consumer needs.

Dear Adria Friends,
Over 45 years we have listened to you and embraced
your passion to produce the highest quality durable
products. Adria products combine the results of our
vast knowledge, prestigious design and the highest
British customer expectations. Although we are not a
British manufacturer, everything we design and create
is with our British customers in mind. The result is the
Adria brand, which is synonymous with top quality
and top design. Our passion never stops at the sales
of products, we continue to support you as our Adria
family member, through the lifetime of our product.
Anyone who has ever owned an Adria will know all
about our strong and enduring relationship with our
customers. Without our tireless enthusiasm, dedication and imagination and your satisfaction and countless happy holidays with Adria products, the world
of caravanning would be much less rich and vibrant
than is today.

Owner
SatiSfactiOn
awardS

2013

In association with

Slavica Sterk M.Sc.
Managing Director
PCV Gold pre-owned manufacturer.indd 118

11/01/2013 15:14
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WHERE YOU CAN FIND ADRIA CARAVANS

Carnoustie

Ayreshire

Birtley

UK

Blackpool

Ireland

Northamptonshire

Sussex

GPS: 51.895927, 0.891874

GPS: 52.314695, -1.132206

GPS: 51.031293, -0.349949

CARAVAN WORLD
Woodlands Business Park,
Tenpenny Hill
CO7 8JD Thorrington,
Colchester

VENTURE CARAVANS DAVENTRY
Toll House, A5 Watling Street
NN6 7UJ Daventry

ROUNDSTONE CARAVANS
Worthing Road
RH13 9JG Southwater, Horsham

T: 01327 703371
admin@venture-caravans.com
www.adria-caravans.com

T: 01403 730218
admin@roundstonecaravans.com
www.roundstonecaravans.com

Hertfordshire

Somerset

Tyne and Wear

GPS: 51.963077, -0.247979

GPS: 51220214, -29759079

GPS: 54906162, -1579597

VENTURE CARAVANS HITCHIN
The Rose Gardens
SG4 0JX Hitchin

HIGHBRIDGE CARAVANS
A38 Bristol Road
TA9 4EX Highbridge

WASHINGTON CARAVANS
Durham Road
DH3 1PR Birtley

T: 01462 452856
sales@hitchin-caravans.com

T: 01278 764806
caravansales@highbridgecaravans.co.uk

T: 0191 410 7555
sale@washingtoncaravans.co.uk

Lancashire

Staffordshire

West Yorkshire

GPS: 53.65566, -2.626244

CARA MOTORHOMES
Railway Road, Longton
ST3 5QJ Stoke-on-Trent. Staffordshire

GPS: 53.691688, -1.308648

T: 01206 255055
caravan-world@btconnect.com

SCOTLAND

Northern
Ireland

Essex

England

Stockton on Tees

Preston

Pontefract

STEWART LONGTON CARAVANS LTD
Friday St, Chorley
PR6 0AH Lancashire

Stoke-on-Trent

Daventry
WALES

Hitchin

Pembroke

Colchester

Weston Super Mare
Horsham

T: 01257 279921
chorley@stewartlongton.co.uk

T: 01977 621918
sales@barnsdale-leisure.co.uk

Lancashire

Stockton on Tees

GPS: 53838432, -3,023457

GPS: 54.522246, -1.290162

GPS: 55.596217, -4.643430

WESTFIELD CARAVANS
60 Chorley Road
Lancashire Blackpool

TEESSIDE CARAVANS
Fleck Way, Teeside Industrial Estate
TS17 9JZ Thornaby,
Stockton on Tees, Cleveland

EGLINTON CARAVANS
McMillan Place, Shrewalton Road
KA11 5DB Ayreshire

T: 01253301505
sales@westfieldcaravans.co.uk
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T: 01782 598887
sales@caramotorhomes.co.uk

BARNSDALE LEISURE
Mayfield Farm, Doncaster Road
WF8 3EQ East Hardwick,
Pontefract

T: 01642 762534
warranty@teessidecaravans.co.uk

Ayreshire

T: 01294 311002
eglinton-caravan@btconnect.com

Angus
GPS: 56507598, -2784346
TOP ROAD TOURERS
Halfway Garage, Woodside
DD7 7SD Carnoustie
T: 01382 533599
F: 01382 535613
enquiries@toproadtourers.co.uk
www.toproadtourers.co.uk

Pembrokeshire
GPS: 51681936, -4872483
TENBY TOURERS
Crofty Showground, Llanteg
SA61 8QE Pembrooke
T: 01834 831900
saleszedten.co.uk
www.tenbytourers.co.uk
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ADRIA CONCESSIONAIRES LTD.
Drury drive
Sudbury
Suffolk
CO10 1WH
Tel. +44(0)1787 888 980
Email: info@adria.co.uk
Website: www.adria.co.uk
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